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Making the Web Accessible
Nearly 20% of the world population has some sort of disability, a physical condition 
that limits the individual’s ability to perform certain tasks. The U.S. Congress passed the 
Rehabilitation Act in 1973, which promotes economic independence for those with dis-
abilities. In 1998, Congress amended this act to refl ect the latest changes in information 
technology. Section 508 requires that any electronic information developed, procured, 
maintained, or used by the federal government be accessible to people with disabilities. 
Disabilities that inhibit a person’s ability to use the Web fall into four main categories: 
visual, hearing, motor, and cognitive. This amendment has had a profound effect on how 
Web pages are designed and developed. 

Although Section 508 is specifi c to Web sites created and maintained by the federal 
government, all competent Web developers adhere to the Section 508 guidelines. It is 
important to include everyone as a potential user of your Web site, including those with 
disabilities. To ignore the needs of nearly 20% of our population is just poor practice. 

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) developed its own set of guidelines, 
called the Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI), for accessibility standards. These  guidelines 
cover many of the same issues defi ned in the Section 508 rules and expand on them 
 relative to superior Web site design. 

Section 508 Guidelines Examples
The 13 parts of the Section 508 guidelines are as follows:

 Subpart A—General 
 • 1194.1 Purpose. 
 • 1194.2 Application. 
 • 1194.3 General exceptions. 
 • 1194.4 Defi nitions. 
 • 1194.5 Equivalent facilitation.
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 Subpart B—Technical Standards 
 • 1194.21 Software applications and operating systems. 
 • 1194.22 Web-based intranet and Internet information and applications. 16 rules. 
 • 1194.23 Telecommunications products. 
 • 1194.24 Video and multimedia products. 
 • 1194.25 Self contained, closed products. 
 • 1194.26 Desktop and portable computers.

 Subpart C—Functional Performance Criteria 
 • 1194.31 Functional performance criteria.

 Subpart D—Information, Documentation, and Support 
 • 1194.41 Information, documentation, and support.

Web developers should review these guidelines thoroughly. We focus on the 
specifi c guidelines for intranet and Internet development in the following sections.

Sub-section § 1194.22 of Section 508, Web-based intranet and Internet 
 information and applications, is the segment of the amendment that impacts Web 
design. There are 16 paragraphs within § 1194.22, which are lettered (a) through (p). 
These 16 paragraphs describe how each component of a Web site should be designed to 
ensure accessibility. The following is a list of the 16 paragraphs:

§ 1194.22 (a) A text equivalent for every non-text element shall be provided 
(e.g., via “alt”, “longdesc”, or in element content).

Graphical images that contain Web page content should include a text alternative 
(for example, using the alt or longdesc attributes). For good Web development practice, all 
images should include the alt attribute to describe that image, as shown in Project 2.

§ 1194.22 (b) Equivalent alternatives for any multimedia presentation shall be 
synchronized with the presentation.

Audio clips should contain a transcript of the content; video clips need closed 
captioning.

§ 1194.22 (c) Web pages shall be designed so that all information conveyed 
with color is also available without color, for example from context or markup.

Although color is an important component of most Web pages, you need to con-
sider those site visitors with forms of color blindness if the color contributes signifi cantly 
to the Web site content.

§ 1194.22 (d) Documents shall be organized so they are readable without 
requiring an associated style sheet.

Style sheets have an important role in Web development. Some browsers, however, 
allow users to create their own customized style sheets, which could alter the style sheets 
that you have designated. When developing a Web site using style sheets, ensure that the 
site maintains its functionality, even if your specifi ed style sheets have been turned off.

§ 1194.22 (e) Redundant text links shall be provided for each active region of 
a server-side image map.

and
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§ 1194.22 (f ) Client-side image maps shall be provided instead of server-side 
image maps except where the regions cannot be defi ned with an available geomet-
ric shape.

This means that it is preferable for the Web developer to use client-side image 
maps unless the map uses a shape that the client-side will not allow. If the Web developer 
chooses to use server-side image maps, the developer should provide text alternatives for 
each link on the image map.

§ 1194.22 (g) Row and column headers shall be identifi ed for data tables.
and 

§ 1194.22 (h) Markup shall be used to associate data cells and header cells for 
data tables that have two or more logical levels of row or column headers.

You should structure your tables so that they appear in a linear fashion. In other 
words, the table content should be displayed one cell at a time, working from left to right 
across each row before moving to the next row.

§ 1194.22 (i) Frames shall be titled with text that facilitates frame identifi cation 
and navigation.

Nonvisual browsers open frame sites one frame at a time. It is therefore impor-
tant that the Web developer gives a name to each frame, and that the name refl ects the 
contents of that frame. You can use either the title or the name attribute, but because 
nonvisual browsers differ in which attribute they use, the Web developer should use both 
attributes.

§ 1194.22 (j) Pages shall be designed to avoid causing the screen to fl icker 
with a frequency greater than 2 Hz and lower than 55 Hz.

Animations on a Web page can be irritating to many people. However, they also can 
be quite harmful to people who have certain cognitive or visual disabilities or seizure dis-
orders. You should therefore ensure that animations fall within the ranges stated, and you 
should limit the use of animations when possible. You also should make certain that neces-
sary page content is available without the animations. 

§ 1194.22 (k) A text-only page, with equivalent information or functionality, 
shall be provided to make a Web site comply with the provisions of this part, when 
compliance cannot be accomplished in any other way. The content of the text-only 
pages shall be updated whenever the primary page changes. 

If you cannot comply with the other 15 guidelines, you should provide a text-only 
page to display the content of the page. You should also provide an easily accessible link to 
that text-only Web page.

§ 1194.22 (l) When pages utilize scripting languages to display content, or to 
create interface elements, the information provided by the script shall be identifi ed 
with functional text that can be read by adaptive technology.

Scripts are often used to create a more interesting and dynamic Web page. You 
should ensure that the functionality of the script is still available for any person using 
 nonvisual browsers.
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§ 1194.22 (m) When a Web page requires that an applet, plug-in, or other 
application be present on the client system to interpret page content, the page must 
provide a link to a plug-in or applet that complies with 1994.21 (a) through (i).

Any applet or plug-in that is used on your Web pages should also comply with 
Section 508. The Web developer should provide a link to the applet or plug-in that is 
compliant with Section 508.

§ 1194.22 (n) When electronic forms are designed to be completed on-line, 
the form shall allow people using assistive technology to access the information, 
fi eld elements, and functionality required for completion and submission of the 
form, including all directions and cues.

Forms need to be accessible to anyone, including those using nonvisual browsers. 
You should therefore include value attributes or alternative text for buttons, input boxes, 
and text area boxes on any form included on your Web page.

§ 1194.22 (o) A method shall be provided that permits users to skip repetitive 
navigation links.

It can be helpful to provide text links at the very top of a Web page so that users of 
nonvisual browsers can quickly link to the content of the Web site. Some Web developers 
use a link that allows users to skip to the main content of the Web page immediately by 
using a transparent image.

§ 1194.22 (p) When a timed response is required, the user shall be alerted 
and given suffi cient time to indicate that more time is required. 

Users need to be given suffi cient time to react to a time-out from inactivity by 
 notifying users that the process will soon time out. The user should then be given a way 
to easily request additional time.

WAI Guidelines
The WAI identifi es 14 guidelines for Web developers. Within each guideline is a collection 
of checkpoints that identifi es how to apply the guideline to specifi c Web site features. Each 
checkpoint is given a priority score that shows how much importance the WAI places on 
that guideline. All Web developers should review the information at the offi cial Web site 
at www.w3c.org/WAI for complete information on these guidelines, and should apply the 
guidelines, together with the following suggestions on the application of the guidelines, to 
their Web page development. 

The three WAI priorities are:

Priority 1: A Web content developer must satisfy this checkpoint. Otherwise, one 
or more groups will fi nd it impossible to access information in the document. Satisfying 
this checkpoint is a basic requirement for some groups to be able to use Web documents. 

Priority 2: A Web content developer should satisfy this checkpoint. Otherwise, one 
or more groups will fi nd it diffi cult to access information in the document. Satisfying this 
checkpoint will remove signifi cant barriers to accessing Web documents. 

Priority 3: A Web content developer may address this checkpoint. Otherwise, one 
or more groups will fi nd it somewhat diffi cult to access information in the document. 
Satisfying this checkpoint will improve access to Web documents. 
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Table C–1 contains the WAI guidelines together with the checkpoints and corre-
sponding priority value.

Table C–1 

WAI Guidelines and Checkpoints Priority

1. Provide equivalent alternatives to auditory and visual content.

  1.1 Provide a text equivalent for every non-text element (e.g., via “alt”, “longdesc”, or in 
element content). This includes: images, graphical representations of text (including 
symbols), image map regions, animations (e.g., animated GIFs), applets and programmatic 
objects, ASCII art, frames, scripts, images used as list bullets, spacers, graphical buttons, 
sounds (played with or without user interaction), standalone audio fi les, audio tracks of video, 
and video. 

1

 1.2 Provide redundant text links for each active region of a server-side image map. 1

  1.3 Until user agents can automatically read aloud the text equivalent of a visual track, 
provide an auditory description of the important information of the visual track of a 
multimedia presentation. 

1

  1.4 For any time-based multimedia presentation (e.g., a movie or animation), synchronize 
equivalent alternatives (e.g., captions or auditory descriptions of the visual track) with the 
presentation.

1

  1.5 Until user agents render text equivalents for client-side image map links, provide 
redundant text links for each active region of a client-side image map.

3

2. Don’t rely on color alone.

  2.1 Ensure that all information conveyed with color is also available without color; for 
example, from context or markup.

1

  2.2 Ensure that foreground and background color combinations provide suffi cient contrast 
when viewed by someone having color defi cits or when viewed on a black and white screen.

2

3. Use markup and style sheets and do so properly.

  3.1 When an appropriate markup language exists, use markup rather than images to convey 
information.

2

  3.2 Create documents that validate to published formal grammars. 2  

  3.3 Use style sheets to control layout and presentation. 2  

  3.4 Use relative rather than absolute units in markup language attribute values and style 
sheet property values.

2

  3.5 Use header elements to convey document structure and use them according to 
specifi cation.

2

  3.6 Mark up lists and list items properly. 2  

  3.7 Mark up quotations. Do not use quotation markup for formatting effects such as 
indentation.

2

4. Clarify natural language usage.

  4.1 Clearly identify changes in the natural language of a document’s text and any text 
equivalents (e.g., captions).

1

  4.2 Specify the expansion of each abbreviation or acronym in a document where it 
fi rst occurs.

3

  4.3 Identify the primary natural language of a document. 3
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Table C–1 (continued)

WAI Guidelines and Checkpoints Priority

5. Create tables that transform gracefully.

  5.1 For data tables, identify row and column headers. 1  

  5.2 For data tables that have two or more logical levels of row or column headers, use 
markup to associate data cells and header cells.

1

  5.3 Do not use tables for layout unless the table makes sense when linearized. Otherwise, if 
the table does not make sense, provide an alternative equivalent (which may be a linearized 
version).

2

  5.4 If a table is used for layout, do not use any structural markup for the purpose of visual 
formatting.

2

  5.5 Provide summaries for tables. 3

  5.6 Provide abbreviations for header labels. 3

6. Ensure that pages featuring new technologies transform gracefully.

  6.1 Organize documents so they may be read without style sheets. For example, when an 
HTML document is rendered without associated style sheets, it must still be possible to read 
the document.

1

  6.2 Ensure that equivalents for dynamic content are updated when the dynamic content 
changes.

1

  6.3 Ensure that pages are usable when scripts, applets, or other programmatic objects are 
turned off or not supported. If this is not possible, provide equivalent information on an 
alternative accessible page.

1  

  6.4 For scripts and applets, ensure that event handlers are input-device-independent. 2

  6.5 Ensure that dynamic content is accessible or provide an alternative presentation or page. 2

7. Ensure user control of time-sensitive content changes.   

  7.1 Until user agents allow users to control fl ickering, avoid causing the screen to fl icker. 1

  7.2 Until user agents allow users to control blinking, avoid causing content to blink (i.e., 
change presentation at a regular rate, such as turning on and off).

2

  7.3 Until user agents allow users to freeze moving content, avoid movement in pages. 2

  7.4 Until user agents provide the ability to stop the refresh, do not create periodically auto-
refreshing pages.

2

  7.5 Until user agents provide the ability to stop auto-redirect, do not use markup to redirect 
pages automatically. Instead, confi gure the server to perform redirects.

2

8. Ensure direct accessibility of embedded user interfaces.

  8.1 Make programmatic elements such as scripts and applets directly accessible or compatible 
with assistive technologies (Priority 1 if functionality is important and not presented elsewhere, 
otherwise Priority 2).

2

9. Design for device-independence.   

  9.1 Provide client-side image maps instead of server-side image maps except where the 
regions cannot be defi ned with an available geometric shape.

1

  9.2 Ensure that any element that has its own interface can be operated in a device-independent 
manner.

2

  9.3 For scripts, specify logical event handlers rather than device-dependent event handlers. 2

  9.4 Create a logical tab order through links, form controls, and objects. 3  

  9.5 Provide keyboard shortcuts to important links (including those in client-side image maps), 
form controls, and groups of form controls.

3
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Table C–1 (continued)

WAI Guidelines and Checkpoints Priority

10. Use interim solutions.

  10.1 Until user agents allow users to turn off spawned windows, do not cause pop-ups or 
other windows to appear and do not change the current window without informing the user.

2

  10.2 Until user agents support explicit associations between labels and form controls, for all 
form controls with implicitly associated labels, ensure that the label is properly positioned.

2

  10.3 Until user agents (including assistive technologies) render side-by-side text correctly, 
provide a linear text alternative (on the current page or some other) for all tables that lay out 
text in parallel, word-wrapped columns.

3

  10.4 Until user agents handle empty controls correctly, include default, place-holding 
characters in edit boxes and text areas.

3

  10.5 Until user agents (including assistive technologies) render adjacent links distinctly, include 
non-link, printable characters (surrounded by spaces) between adjacent links.

3

11. Use W3C technologies and guidelines.   

  11.1 Use W3C technologies when they are available and appropriate for a task and use the 
latest versions when supported.

2

  11.2 Avoid deprecated features of W3C technologies. 2

  11.3 Provide information so that users may receive documents according to their preferences 
(e.g., language, content type, etc.).

3

  11.4 If, after best efforts, you cannot create an accessible page, provide a link to an 
alternative page that uses W3C technologies, is accessible, has equivalent information (or 
functionality), and is updated as often as the inaccessible (original) page.

1

12. Provide context and orientation information.   

  12.1 Title each frame to facilitate frame identifi cation and navigation. 1  

  12.2 Describe the purpose of frames and how frames relate to each other if it is not obvious 
by frame titles alone.

2

  12.3 Divide large blocks of information into more manageable groups where natural and 
appropriate.

2

  12.4 Associate labels explicitly with their controls. 2

13. Provide clear navigation mechanisms.

  13.1 Clearly identify the target of each link. 2

  13.2 Provide metadata to add semantic information to pages and sites. 2

  13.3 Provide information about the general layout of a site (e.g., a site map or table of 
contents).

2

  13.4 Use navigation mechanisms in a consistent manner. 2

  13.5 Provide navigation bars to highlight and give access to the navigation mechanism. 3

  13.6 Group related links, identify the group (for user agents), and, until user agents do so, 
provide a way to bypass the group.

3

  13.7 If search functions are provided, enable different types of searches for different skill 
levels and preferences.

3

  13.8 Place distinguishing information at the beginning of headings, paragraphs, lists, etc. 3

  13.9 Provide information about document collections (i.e., documents comprising multiple 
pages).

3

  13.10 Provide a means to skip over multi-line ASCII art. 3
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Table C–1 (continued)

WAI Guidelines and Checkpoints Priority

14. Ensure that documents are clear and simple.   

  14.1 Use the clearest and simplest language appropriate for a site’s content. 1  

  14.2 Supplement text with graphic or auditory presentations where they will facilitate 
comprehension of the page.

3

  14.3 Create a style of presentation that is consistent across pages. 3 
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